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Put Your Best Face Forward!Determine the pros and downsides of waxing vs.Learn how to
proceed with an excessive amount of or too little hair. Right now whether you do it yourself or
visit a pro, Beautiful Brows places you in control: Discover the best brow shape for your face. It's
hard to control the outcome of these methods when you're in the home standing before a
mirror or in a salon letting a stranger make the decisions for you personally.How many times
have you plucked, waxed, trimmed, stenciled, or penciled your eyebrows -- or paid someone else
to do it for you personally? Filled up with illustrations and easy-to-follow instructions, Beautiful
Brows will highlight the secrets so you can get the appearance you want, whether it's sexy,
elegant, polished, professional, or simply plain beautiful. Sustain your new look. tweezing.
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guide on what eyebrows, hairstyle and make-up works best for that person shape and how to
determine your face shape this tiny book worth its weight in gold. it can help you to determine
that person shape, describes what hair style, form of glasses and makeup application works best
for each shape. However, I was never pleased by my eyebrows and usually found them
lacking.After scanning this book, I've under no circumstances been able to check out brows the
same again now that I know how much they can affect the facial skin. You'll know what to ask a
specialist Love the book. Shields etc. and K. If your a newbie learning face forms and what type
of eyebrow for that person it may be helpful but a youtube video will give better results.)The
information obtained in this reserve makes it possible for any female to have neat, attractive
eyebrows that are best shaped for her personal face. Kelly, B.Monroe, A. define them. author
includes a website eyebrowz dot com where you can purchase stencils of "popular brows" , like
actresses I mentioned above and even more. (And I didn't have to use stencils! It takes into
consideration face form, arch, length, etc. showing you how to shape eyebrows that REALLY
enhance your looks. After reading this book and purchasing a few inexpensive items, I'm pleased
to say that I know how to proceed for my brows and I love the finished look my makeup now
has. Eyebrows possess a much larger effect on our looks than we believe (until we find them
done wrong). This book demonstrates how to accomplish it and how exactly to do it right and
beautifully. To appear years younger in mins when you are of "a certain age", complete your
thinned brows. I today see the brow effect atlanta divorce attorneys model and magazine
advertisement I run into. to display you how to shape eyebrows that basically enhance your
appears. It is worth it, and I highly recommend it. I Wish I Read This Book When We Was 15! Five
Stars Great little book, Five Stars good book A great reference for make-up artists but it is VERY
dated This book offers useful information about which shapes of brow works well with certain
types of faces, including straight-to-the-point instructions on how to groom & It had been the
weak link in my made-up face. then of course it offers you from A to Z on brows. I had never
given much thought to my eyebrows other than to ensure they didn't overgrow and appearance
ugly. Just about everyone has seen ladies with a unibrow, brows that are an inches thick
completely to the end or have been plucked into the thickness of a toothpick. in case you have
eyebrows, you need this publication! Taylor , G. Nancy Parker also advises on what to do if you
have more pronounce face features, such as for example widely spaced eyes or a dominant
nose. She also helps you figure out which type of eyebrow makeup will work greatest for your
existing brows to find the look you desire. (Brow powder vs. brow pencil, what color, etc. It starts
by reviewing five basic brow shapes and then discussing choosing the best brow for your own
face form and features. Nevertheless, please take the time to you make your plan of action
before you begin plucking (or waxing) apart - it'll be so worth it! If you are looking for
instructions on the instragram eyebrow, this is not for you personally.The b/w photos are
nothing sophisticated, however they serve the idea of showing the impact of what brows can do.
those work best for your face, what products to use and with what intensity, depending for those
who have a prominent nose or complete lips or close established eyes etc. It takes into
consideration face shape, arch, duration, etc. I was surprised to discover that the book was
published in 2000, since it includes a very dated look and feel to it. It's well worth the modest
cost for a lifetime of beautiful brows. Great tips but unappealing format This little book definitely
offers some excellent tips for learning how to groom your brows.)Because this book reads thus
quickly, you'll be off and ready to do your personal eyebrows before very long. The teaching
section of the reserve describes how to form and color your brows, reviews various locks
removal techniques, and guidelines for using the most popular shaping methods. Nice Little



Simple Book Nice little book for learning natural eyebrow shaping.Despite the good information
contained therein, I found the design and format of this book to be unappealling; for me, this
detracted from the book's utility.Beautiful Brows is a great book for the average laywoman who
would like to gain knowledge on how best to manage and make beautiful her own eyebrows.
When images are used (dark and white only), the overdone and made-up appearance of the
women is similar to the 1980s, and the quality of the photos is poor. The majority of the
illustrations are in the form of simple line drawings; these were easy to understand however, not
at all pleasurable to use. In any other case, this book is quite useful for the purchase price & I
like it Best for read it . I never realized the impact that properly groomed and trimmed eyebrows
can do for a face until I read this book. next to each pic there's a conclusion how to achieve this
brow and what encounter shape it is best suited for. However, some of the recommended
'makeover' looks that this book provides can be dated and I'd not personally use such looks on
my clients currently (unless it's a look that they need of course). If you are looking for some basic
recommendations on brow grooming, this publication may very well be helpful, but keep in mind
that the book is merely that--basic. is small more than enough to travel with. Two Stars Old
edition but somehow educational. The publication ends with a list of famous brows--eg, Marilyn
Monroe, Audrey Hepburn, Madonna--and how to acheive them. Stencils aren't required. That is
for in fact searching a the facial shape, eye form and measurements to produce a natural
individual brow. Its a great source for beginners but a little old fashion I received the publication
quickly. Its a great resource for beginners but a little old fashion. Hepburn, E. everything on
grooming and shaping is there along with pictures of famous females with gorgeous brows M.
Can review what I have already been doing wrong previously and if I want to have my eyebrows
professionally performed, I now know very well what to ask for.
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